Location-based publish/subscribe (LPS) is an important building block for contextaware applications in mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs). In LPS, published messages are routed based on their content as well as on the location of publishers and subscribers.
Introduction
Publish/subscribe has become an important building block for many networked applications. The participant decoupling it achieves is especially beneficial to deal with the dynamic nature of mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs), such as mobile sensor networks and mobile ad hoc networks.
Location-based publish/subscribe
To address the geographic dependency of interactions in MANETs (node motion), corresponding publish/sub-scribe abstractions often include a notion of location context complementing content-based queries. This enables the expression of proximity semantics for publishers and/or subscribers [10, 17, 23] , leading to location-based publish/subscribe (LPS). A second key trait of MANETs is the increased temporal dependency of interaction, resulting from the ad hoc and transient nature of communication. This trait is captured by associating a notion of lifetime with published messages [10, 23] .
Implementing LPS
Implementing LPS efficiently and reliably is a daunting task not only due to the inherent dynamism of MANETs [27] , but also because of the substantial differences observed in loads induced by distinct networked applications. Early LPS algorithms can be coarsely divided into two categories motivated each by specific communication patterns, i.e., specific ratios between the number of subscriptions ("queries") and the number of publications ("messages") occurring at execution. First, message-centric algorithms (e.g., [17] ) disseminate messages along with contextual information and perform matching on the subscriber side. Second, query-centric algorithms, spearheaded by [28, 1] , rely on the propagation of content queries and location criteria of subscribers to allow publishers and intermediate nodes to perform the matching and routing of messages. In very rough terms, the distinction between the two is similar to that between reactive and pro-active routing.
Message-centric approaches perform best when most messages are relevant to a large fraction of the nodes -essentially a broadcast pattern. Conversely, with few messages or selective content-based dissemination, one can expect querycentric algorithms to prevail. The difference in terms of number of messages produced for certain communication patterns can easily constitute up to two orders of magnitude. To strike a better balance, a third approach has been proposed with hybrid strategies [2, 30] . These disseminate queries to a certain degree. Yet, to be efficient, devices used in different communication patterns need to be equipped with several protocols.
Contribution
System adaptation and configurability is a core requirement for pervasive computing [16] , and several authors have elaborated in seminal work on different faces of adaptation. This paper addresses the problem of adaptation to different LPS communication patterns expressed as the ratio between queries and messages by proposing ALPS -an adaptive LPS algorithm.
More precisely, we make the following contributions to efficient and reliable LPS in MANETs:
• we lay the foundation for adaptation to different communication patterns by introducing a novel LPS algorithm. This algorithm has two modules, a message dissemination module in charge of relaying messages from publishers to subscribers and a decision module in charge of adaptation. We first present the message dissemination module, which can be seen as a parametrized hybrid protocol, then we present the decision module used to control the parameters of our message dissemination module.
• we analyze and evaluate our algorithm different communication patterns and decision policies using two case studies, namely a robotic swarm and a mobile social network. Our goal is to minimize the message load (i.e., number of single hop message sends) whilst retaining a high delivery rate (i.e., number of nodes delivering a message which is of interest to them).
• we introduce a simple optimization of our decision-making algorithm, showing that we can reduce the cost of the algorithm.
Our evaluation shows that ALPS outperforms static (e.g., message-or querycentric) solutions under communication pattern variations, while performing comparably without variations, making it an appealing one-size-fits-all LPS solution.
Roadmap
Section 2 provides background information on LPS. Section 3 presents ALPS, and Section 4 describes the setup for our evaluation whose results are presented in Section 5. Section 6 presents related work and Section 7 concludes with a perspective on future research.
Location-based publish/subscribe
In location-based publish/subscribe (LPS), the delivery of a published message by a subscriber is subject to three conditions: besides the usual (1) content match between the message and the query of the subscriber, the (2) location match between the publisher and the subscriber and the (3) lifetime of the message as defined by the publisher condition message delivery.
When does a location-match occur?
A location match hinges on two notions: (a) message space and (b) query space (see Figure 1 .a). A message space is associated with each published message and defines a geographical range centered around the publisher of that message. This space moves together with the publisher. Symmetrically, each subscriber issuing a query has an associated query space moving with it.
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For a location match to occur, the subscriber and the publisher must both be located in the intersection of these two spaces, as illustrated in Figure 1 .b. LPS requires that all devices in the network have access to some location service, e.g., GPS, triangulation. Figure 1 .a, the message space and the query space are assumed to be significantly larger than the transmission range.
Persistent messages
The message persistence is defined as the lifetime -specified by the application -within which a message is relevant. Once this lifetime has elapsed, the message is considered obsolete and will not be delivered anymore. Persistent messages allow systems to capture real life events that are indeed not instantaneous, such as traffic jams, concerts, etc. So it is important to distinguish between the duration of an event, which could be quite long, and the duration of its delivery to a given subscriber, which can be assumed to be instantaneous. In this sense, the notion of persistent message makes it possible to capture the semantics of MANETs-based applications that would otherwise be difficult to express.
Model
In our model, we define two fundamental concepts used in location-based publish/subscribe namely messages and queries. We also define the basic primitives offered by a location-based publish/subscribe abstraction (LPS).
In our model, a message m= c, h, t, ∆t, ∆x denotes content c published at time t within the geographical range ∆x around the position of the publisher node h (message space). c is an attribute record [a 0 = v 0 , ..., a k = v k ]. ∆t is the message lifetime. Any attribute of m can be denominated by dereferencing, e.g. m.∆x. For example in the mobile social network scenario, which we present in more details in Section 5.4, a message represents the short profile of a user that she publishes to people located within 200 meters (∆x = 200) around her. The content c of this simple profile could looks as follows: [appID = 123, type = profile, name=Alice], where appID is the identifier of the mobile social network application and type specifies that the information sent is a profile. Note that a message is sometimes referred to as a publication in the literature.
A query q= h, ∆x, ∆c is a request to receive messages from publishers located within a determined geographical range ∆x around the position of the subscriber node h (query space). The content query ∆c is a record of attributes alike the content itself. The content match condition is met when the content being published contains at least all attributes specified in the subscriber's content filter, with matching values. In the mobile social network example, when a users activate their radar, they express their interest in seeing people around them. When doing so, a query is generated with a 200 meter range (∆x = 200) and a content query that simply indicates that users are interested in receiving the profiles of people using the application: [appID = 123, type = profile]. Note that a query is sometimes referred to as a subscription in the literature. Unlike messages, queries do not have an explicit lifetime. They remain active as long as they are no cancelled through the lps-unsubscribe primitive presented below.
LPS can be defined now by the following primitives:
lps-publish(m) publishes message m.
2 lps-subscribe(q) subscribes with a query q. lps-unsubscribe(q) cancels previously issued subscription with query q. lps-deliver(m,q) works as a callback and signals the reception of a message m matching query q.
Adaptive Location-based Publish/Subscribe (ALPS)
Here, we outline ALPS, our adaptive location-based publish/subscribe algorithm.
Overview
LPS implementation strategies can be grouped in three categories: (1) messagecentric algorithms (MCA), where publishers broadcast messages in the message range and subscribers are in charge of performing matches; (2) querycentric algorithms (QCA), where subscribers broadcast queries in the query space and publishers perform matches and subsequently route messages; (3) hybrid ones (Hybrid) where both messages and queries are broadcast within a restricted area. In this strategy, intermediate nodes are in charge of performing matches and routing messages to subscribers. Each approach is optimal for certain communication patterns [12] . ALPS is an adaptive LPS algorithm, which uses contextual information in order to adjust its message dissemination strategy at execution time. So far we consider both spaces to be of equal distance. This hypothesis could however be relaxed. ALPS has two modules, namely (a) a message dissemination module and (b) a decision module. The latter is used to fine-tune the former.
The message dissemination module is responsible for delivering messages to subscribers based on their respective queries. It can be viewed as a parameterized hybrid algorithm which can be adjusted during execution to any ratio between message-and query-centricity.
The decision module estimates this ratio through the number of messages and queries advertised by nodes within a given range. Whenever a new decision is reached on a node, the decision-making algorithm sets the appropriate parameters of the operational algorithm locally.
Architecture
Before detailing our two algorithms we first overview their underlying components (see Figure 2 ) -scoped gossiping service (SGS) and gradiented counterbased routing (GCR). 3 The decision module uses only SGS, whereas the message dissemination module uses both SGS and GCR. Note that SGS and GCR can also serve as building blocks for other strategies (e.g., MCA, QCA, Hybrid) as we will detail later.
In the following, the neighborhood of a node denotes the set of peers within the node's transmission range (related to the wireless technology). In addition, we also assume that each node has access to its location via a getLocation primitive. 
Scoped gossiping service
The scoped gossiping service (SGS) disseminates messages in a defined geographical range from the source and offers two primitives:
sgs-broadcast(m, x, ∆x) disseminates message m to all nodes located within range ∆x of position x. sgs-deliver(m) signals the reception of m.
The implementation of SGS is based on a counter-based broadcast scheme (CBS) [19] . This scheme has been adapted so that messages are forwarded only by nodes located within a defined geographical range of the source.
Gradiented counter-based routing
The gradiented counter-based routing (GCR) is a one-to-many communication primitive. The source explicitly denotes the set of destinations, yielding a compromise between broadcasting and point-to-point communication. GCR bundles messages heading in the same direction until their routes diverge. Its implementation is based on a scoped gossiping for the creation of an overlay and message routing. We only introduce its three primitives:
gcr-create(h, x, ∆x, o) broadcasts a route creation message o to all nodes located within range ∆x of position x of node h. Once the routes are created, all nodes located within ∆x of source h will be able to route messages back to h using gcr-route (see below). gcr-register(h,o) is a callback triggered when a route creation message is received. This callback is triggered on all nodes located within range ∆x of source h, informing the upper layer that a route now exists to node h. The content of the route creation message o depends on the upper layer and is thus treated as a black box by GCR. In the case of ALPS, o will basically contain the query of the subscriber node. gcr-route(m, {h 1 , ..., h n }) routes a message m to the set of destinations {h 1 , ..., h n }. This primitive assumes that each h i called gcr-register beforehand. gcr-deliver(m) is a callback triggered when a routed message m is received.
GCR relies on a directed acyclic graph (DAG) to create routes towards given nodes, and uses a path reversal technique to maintain those routes. Conversely to TORA [20] , which uses a DAG for unicast, GCR can bundle messages together in a multicast fashion in order to reduce the message load when it is possible. Unlike other multicast algorithms which create an overlay per multicast group (e.g. [15, 22, 26] ), GCR builds an overlay per destination. Furthermore, in contrast with other multicast algorithms, the source and subsequent relays of a message do not know which neighbors will be the next relays for the message. In other words, every node that receives a message independently decides whether or not to forward it. For this reason, we characterize this routing scheme as blind : our multiple overlays provide a loose guide where roads emerge, instead of a strict roadmap. This is similar to CCBR [9] , which does however not support geographical scoping of messages.
ALPS message dissemination module
The message dissemination module (see Algorithm 1) conveys messages to subscribers based on their interests and locations.
Parameterization
In order to generalize the three approaches presented earlier, ALPS allows to specify a dissemination range for messages and queries through two variables p m and p q respectively. These variables can have values between 0 and 1, representing the portion of the range of the message space m.∆x (or query space q.∆x) in which messages (or queries, respectively) must be disseminated. Hereafter we refer to p m and p q as dissemination coefficients for messages and queries respectively. A value of 0 for p m (or p q ) means that messages (or queries) are not disseminated. Conversely, a value of 1 for p m (p q ) means that messages (queries) must be disseminated in the full space. For propagation to work, queries must be disseminated at least up to the remaining distance to message dissemination.
Publishing
To publish message m, the lps-publish primitive is called, with m as parameter (line 5). Then, m is added to the myM sgs set for newly created messages, until it is automatically removed by the refresh process after its lifetime has elapsed.
Subscribing
To subscribe to messages, a query q is created and passed as argument to the lps-subscribe primitive (line 7). As a consequence, q is added to the myQrs set containing all the node's queries until removed by the lps-unsubscribe primitive (line 9).
Refreshing
The refresh task is central to ALPS. It is executed periodically every ∆τ ms and is used to rebroadcast all of a node's queries (with GCR) and all of its persistent messages (with SGS). Messages and queries are broadcast with updated location information obtained through getLocation (line 13). These broadcasts are scoped based on dissemination coefficients p m and p q respectively (lines 15 and 21). for all q ∈ myQrs do {for own queries} 21:
for all m ∈ myM sgs ∪ rcvdM sgs do 23:
to ← ∅ {list of destinations} 24:
for all q ∈ myQrs ∪ rcvdQrs | locMatch(m, q) ∧ contMatch(m, q) ∧ m ∈ q.acks do 25:
if q ∈ myQrs then 26:
q.acks ← q.acks ∪ {m} {add to acks} 27:
lps-deliver(m,q) {delivers matches} 28:
gcr-route(m, to) {route m} 31:
rcvdQrs, rcvdM sgs ← ∅ Furthermore the refresh task performs the matching process for all messages and queries known to the node, i.e., its own messages and queries and received messages and queries (lines 22-31). First, for each message m, content -and location matching are performed, as well as a test to see whether m had already been delivered to the issuer of this query. This last part is performed by consulting the acks list of acknowledged messages contained in the query. Then if the query was issued by the node itself, the matching message is added to the acks list of the query and the message is delivered via lps-deliver (line 27), together with the corresponding query. If the query belongs to a peer, the refresh task adds the node to a set to of destinations, to which the routing algorithm will send the message. It should be noted that this is only done for subscribers located outside the publisher's message dissemination range m.∆x × p m . Subscribers within this range are expected to receive m via the dissemination process.
Callbacks
Messages are received via two callbacks: the sgs-deliver callback (line 32) and the gcr-deliver callback (line 34). In both cases, the message is added to the the rcvdM sgs list and will be processed by the refresh task. As for queries, these are received via the gcr-register callback (line 36); the query is then simply placed in the rcvdQrs list and will be processed by the refresh task.
ALPS decision module
Algorithm 2 presents the decision module of ALPS. The idea of the module is to achieving some weak form of agreement on the configuration of dissemination coefficients p m and p q , among nodes that issued at least one query or one message. The configuration is computed based on the observed communication pattern S q S m in the network. To achieve an agreement, each node periodically (every ∆τ d ms) assesses the current communication pattern, by evaluating the ratio between queries and messages in its surroundings. It then adjusts its dissemination coefficients p m and p q , based on a predefined decision-making policy, which is the same for all nodes in the system. Finally, it tries to agree on those coefficients with nodes located in an agreement space, generally a subset of the network.
Policies
The decision-making algorithm is parameterized by a dissemination policy, which returns a configuration for a given communication pattern through the following primitives:
policy-getMsgDissCoef( In order to allow all nodes in a given space to receive messages, dissemination coefficients must satisfy the following condition for each configuration: p q i + p m ≥ 1. This condition ensures that any subscriber in the intersection of the message and the query spaces, will either receive a message directly when the publisher broadcasts it, or will be able to receive it from an intermediate node who will have received both the subscribers query and the publisher's message and will be able to route the message to the subscriber.
The decision-making algorithm is based on two asynchronous phases presented hereafter.
First phase
In the first phase (lines 8-13) each node informs peers located in its agreement space of the number of queries and persistent messages it has issued so far and which are still active (line 9). The agreement space is defined via parameter ∆a.
After broadcasting this information, the algorithm waits to receive similar information from neighbors and then computes the observed ratio of queries per message in the agreement space. This information is received via the sgs-deliver( s q , s m ) callback and is used to update the total number, as perceived by the node, of queries and messages (S q and S m -lines [24] [25] [26] . This eventually provides every node an estimate of the number of queries and messages in its agreement space. However, since nodes do not have an estimate for the entire network, different nodes could come to strongly diverging conclusions about ratio r and thus decide on incompatible p q and p m values, i.e., values that do not comply with the condition mentioned earlier (p q + p m ≥ 1). In order to avoid this, the first phase only assigns values to estimates of p q and p m variables; these estimates are stored in p q and p m respectively. A second phase is then responsible for turning these estimates into decisions (p q and p m ) that are highly likely to be consistent across all nodes in the system.
Second phase
In the second phase (lines [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] -19-23) . Intuitively, this function works as follows. When a node, say n, detects a gap between its estimate and the estimate of another node, say n , i.e., if p q + p m < 1 or p m + p q < 1, node n increases its dissemination coefficient to close this gap. Note however that node n only increases its coefficient up to 1 2 , since it knows n will do the same. This ensures that the gap is filled, yet avoids excessive overlappings.
Evaluation setup
Hereafter we present two case studies that serve as basis for our empirical evaluation of ALPS in Section 5. The first case study is in the context of robotic swarms and the second is in the context of mobile social networks.
Case study 1: robotic swarms
In the wake of the Deep Water Horizon oil spill in the Golf of Mexico, MIT's Senseable City Lab initiated the Seaswarm project 4 to help with the cleanup effort.
Application scenario
In the Seaswarm project, the idea is to delegate the task to swarms of autonomous skimmers. Each of these 16-foot floating skimmers would be equipped with an ingenious conveyor belt built with oil-absorbing nanowire fabric and powered by an onboard solar panel. In order to collaborate with peers, each skimmer would have WiFi capability and access to its location through GPS.
In a typical scenario [11, 14] , skimmers would be launched from a deployment ship or directly from the beach and move towards a predefined area where the oil slick is (see Figure 3) . With their communication capabilities they can inform each other of the location and shape of the spill whenever they reach it. Essentially nodes act as publishers while cleaning and as subscribers while they roam in search of the oil spill. 
Evaluation model
Our evaluation model captures the specificity of the oil-cleaning robots scenario and relies on the following parameters.
• Nodes evolve on a 1000 × 3000 meter-wide geographical field.
• At the start of the simulation, the left half of the field is populated randomly by 300 nodes. All of which start as subscribers. The simulation runs for 25 minutes.
• Mobility is simulated using a custom mobility model, that corresponds to the a typical scenario described above. Nodes receive information about the general area of the spill, then the choose a waypoint in that direction with a speed of 0.8-1 m/s. As collision avoidance is a central aspect of swarm mobility [5] , our model implements a mechanism which keeps skimmers 10 meter apart.
• Each node has WiFi capabilities with a transmission range between 100-120 meters connected in a quasi unit disk graph (QUDG) with a constant connection probability of 60% between these bounds.
• Transmission speed is 1 20 sec, and maximum waiting time for broadcast algorithms is 1 4 sec.
• The refresh rate ∆τ o is 5 sec. This is the time-span after which all persistent messages or all queries are re-broadcast in their respective (adjusted) spaces.
• Messages and queries are scoped to 300 meters around publishers and subscribers. We consider a 100% content match.
Case study 2: mobile social networks
After several years of standstill, MANETs in urban areas have recently gained some renewed attention with the rolling revolutions in the Mideast. During these events, social networks were key information tools that serve as social vectors of change. However, the centralized aspect of infrastructure-based networks can still be used by autocratic governments to gag their populations. MANETs and mesh networks can be used as powerful tools to overcome this drawback and as such are currently receiving significant funding of at least $50 million by the US State Department and the Pentagon. 5 In this case study we consider a mobile social networking application scenario used by demonstrators to communicate, locate each other in the venue and share personal information.
Application scenario
When information is made public, it can be accessed during a specified time period by all people within a specified geographical range. When this happens, the service invokes the lps-publish primitive with that geographical range and a message lifetime corresponding to the specified time period. Users can see public information by activating the window of the application, triggering the lps-subscribe primitive. A filter can be used to restrict information being displayed. A matching piece of information found in the neighborhood is delivered through lps-deliver. When the application is closed, lps-unsubscribe is executed.
Evaluation model
Our evaluation model captures the specificity of a deployment in an open-air gathering and differs from the previous example by the following parameters.
• Nodes evolve on a 500 meter-wide square.
• The field is populated randomly by 300 nodes which include subscribers, publishers and passive nodes.
• Mobility is simulated using a Torus Random Waypoint (T-RWP) mobility model with walking speed (2-3 m/s).
• Each node has WiFi capabilities with a 40-50 meter transmission range.
• Messages and queries are scoped to 200 meters around publishers and subscribers. We consider three different levels of content match of 25%, 50%, and 75%.
The traditional Random Waypoint (RWP) is known to have several drawbacks [29] , the main ones being the concentration of nodes at the center of the field and the unrealistic movement patterns. T-RWP addresses the first issue by setting waypoints on a torus shaped map instead of a square map.
Regarding the second issue we consider that people moving in an open field constitutes one of the closest real-life scenarios for RWP.
Communication scenario. This application scenario exhibits several communication patterns (expressed as the ratio between queries and messages) across time. In some cases, the communication pattern will consist in only a few people checking their applications but many having their profiles set on public, so the ratio will be very low. Conversely, in other cases few people make their profile public and many look for other people around them.
In order to capture the dynamic nature of communication patterns, we introduce the notion of communication scenario. A communication scenario is an ordered sequence of communication patterns, each pattern being associated with a communication pattern period. 
Performance evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the performance of ALPS in the use-cases presented in the previous section through simulations. These were performed using Sinalgo, 6 which is specifically designed for protocol simulations in wireless networks. First, we present three different dissemination policies that we use as parameters in ALPS. Second, we present the metrics used to evaluate our algorithms. Then, we present results of our case studies.
Dissemination policies
We compare the performance of ALPS using three different dissemination policies, namely policy 1, policy 2, and policy 3, summarized in Tables 2, 3 , and 4 respectively. The tables show the values of the dissemination coefficients p q and p m that the policy returns according to the value of the communication pattern S q /S m given as input. A policy returns a same output for a given range of inputs. The size and number of these ranges define the the granularity of the decision module in ALPS. For instance, policy 2 is of intermediate granularity as it offers three possible configurations, compared to the two configuration offered by policy 1 (coarse granularity) and the four configurations offered by policy 3 (fine granularity). To illustrate how the policy function works, lets say that the decision module senses a communication pattern S q /S m = 0.5. With policy 1, the returned configuration will be p m = 0% and p q = 100%, with policy 2, it will be p m = 50% and p q = 50%, and with policy 3, p m = 25% and p q = 75%.
Policy 1 (ALPS1)
With a ratio smaller than 1, queries are disseminated in the whole query space and messages are not disseminated. The inverse happens with larger ratios. Table 2 Policy 1 -Coarse granularity. Values p m and p q for observed inputs S q /S m
Policy 2 (ALPS2)
If the ratio is smaller than 0.25, queries are disseminated in the whole query space and messages are not disseminated. If the ratio is between 0.25 and 4, both messages and queries are disseminated in half the range of their respective spaces. If the ratio is higher than 4, then messages are disseminated in their entire space. Table 3 Policy 2 -Intermediate granularity. Values p m and p q for observed inputs S q /S m
Policy 3 (ALPS3)
The first and last triplet are the same as the first and last triplets of policy 2 respectively. If the ratio is between 0.25 and 1, messages are disseminated in a space with a range four times smaller than the message space and queries are disseminated in 75% of their original space's range. These last ratios are reversed for values of r between 1 and 4. Table 4 Policy 3 -Fine granularity. Values p m and p q for observed inputs S q /S m
Evaluation metrics
To evaluate the performance of the different algorithms, we measure their reliability and efficiency. We measure reliability by assessing the ratio of interested subscribers that deliver messages. Note that we consider a subscriber to be interested if at any time during the simulation it matches a message location-and content-wise. This means that as the simulation proceeds, new matches occur and thus the delivery rate is expected to drop until the new match is delivered. Furthermore, there might be undelivered matches as we consider a subscriber to be interested regardless of whether or not there ever exists a path between it and a publisher during the time of the location match. We measure efficiency by assessing the number of message relays during the simulation. The lower this number is, the higher the efficiency is. The total number of messages transmitted can be used as a global indicator of the efficiency of an algorithm under the assumption that all types of messages are of similar size. As this might not hold for certain applications, and as giving an arbitrary weight to each message does not offer a more universal value, we present the results using bars of different shades of grey for the different types of messages, aggregated to represent the overall message load. It can be noted that message transmission represents a significant part of the the energy footprint of a communication protocol and thus minimizing the message load contributes to lower energy consumption [18] .
Case study 1 (robotic swarms)
We evaluate the performance of ALPS in the robotic swarm case study. First we compare the different policies, then we compare ALPS with existing algorithms.
Policy evaluation
We compare the three dissemination policies and show how ALPS can be tuned to improve efficiency and reliability. Here we do not report the cost of the decision-making algorithm, as it is virtually the same for all policies (up to less than 0.1%).
We measure the cost of the policies and their reliability for different decision update periods ∆τ d . Figure 4 shows the cumulated message load for each policy after executing the communication scenario. Each bar shows the cumulated message load for a given policy and a given decision update period. The various grey shades represent types of operational messages -generated by the diffusion of messages (M Diss), queries (Q Diss), or multicasts (Mcast). The vertical lines represent the standard error for the total number of messages. Figure 4 show that ALPS1 performs slighty better that the other policies. It outperform the others by 10% in the the frequent update scenarios (∆τ d = 1 min and ∆τ d = 1 min). In the last scenario ALPS1 and ALPS2 perform equally well and ALPS3 only uses 3% more messages.
Findings. The results in

Algorithm evaluation
Next, we compare ALPS with the three different existing LPS algorithms corresponding to the three strategies presented earlier, i.e., MCA (e.g. [17] ), QCA (e.g. [28, 1] ), and Hybrid [2, 30] . We use MCA, QCA and Hybrid implementations which disseminate messages using SGS and GCR, which facilitates comparisons. More precisely MCA broadcasts messages within the message space using SGS. QCA broadcasts queries within the query space by GCR, thus creating an overlay. Subsequently, matching messages are multicasted using GCR and the previously created overlay.
Hybrid broadcasts messages using SGS in half the message space, and broadcasts queries in half the query space using GCR. If matches are detected in the outer half of the message space, an intermediate node will multicast them to the subscribers using GCR.
As announced, we investigate three settings of the hybrid algorithm. The egalitarian setting (Hybrid-E) reduces the dissemination range of both spaces by half. A setting favoring message dissemination (Hybrid-M) reduces the dissemination range of messages by a quarter and that of queries by four. We also investigate a setting favoring query dissemination (Hybrid-Q), which reduces the dissemination range of queries by a quarter and that of messages by four. Findings. The results in Figure 5 show that ALPS outperforms all other strategies even with a frequent decision update period. With a low update period, ALPS uses about half as many message as Hybrid-M, Hybrid-Q and QCM, and about a third of the messages used by MCA. ALPS also outperforms Hybrid-E by 30%. By frequently updating its decision, ALPS reduces its performance to just under the performance of Hybrid-E. Reliability is reported to illustrate that savings in messages do not come at the expense of reliability.
Case study 2 (mobile social networks)
We evaluate the performance of ALPS in the mobile social network case study. Similarly to the robotic swarm case study, we compare the different ALPS policies and then we compare ALPS with existing algorithms. In addition we also evaluate an optimization of ALPS.
Policy evaluation
In order to evaluate the performance of the different policies, we measure the cost of the operational algorithm and its reliability for different decision update periods ∆τ d and different degrees of content match. Figure 7 shows the cumulated message load for each policy after executing the communication scenario of Table 1 for three different content match ratios (20%, 50%, and 100%). Each bar shows the cumulated message load for a given policy and a given decision update period. Here we do not report the cost of the decisionmaking algorithm, as it is virtually the same for all policies for a given update period (up to less than 0.1%). As in Figure 7 , the different shades represent the types of messages. In addition, the decision-making cost is reported here. To illustrate that savings in messages do not come at the expense of reliability, the lower 3 graphs in Figure 6 report the delivery rates corresponding to the respective message load measurements above, at the end of the period. Here the vertical lines represent the entire range of delivery rates (between minimal and maximal) observed in the 25 simulations. The agreement space ∆a is set to the same value as message-and query ranges (∆x), multiplied by some coefficient p d to improve the trade-off between efficiency and reliability. For example, p d = 40% for ∆τ d = 1 min, i.e., ∆a = 0.4 × ∆x.
Findings. As shown in Figure 7 , ALPS3 performs best. More precisely, ALPS3 outperforms ALPS1 by 5-10%, and ALPS2 by 10-15%. Interestingly, ALPS1 outperforms ALPS2 between 1-5%. This illustrates the impact of policy selection for a given set of communication patterns. As the number of different patterns increases (or in the extreme case if any ratio of messages to queries is possible), ALPS2 outperforms ALPS1. The results in Figure 6 show that there is almost no difference between policies in extreme settings. Differences between policies arise when the message-to-query ratio is close to a limit defined in the policy. ALPS1-10  ALPS2-10  ALPS3-10  ALPS1-20  ALPS2-20  ALPS3-20  ALPS1-30  ALPS2-30  ALPS3-30  ALPS1-40  ALPS2-40  ALPS3-40  ALPS1-50  ALPS2-50  ALPS3-50  ALPS1-60  ALPS2-60  ALPS3-60  ALPS1-70  ALPS2-70  ALPS3-70  ALPS1-10  ALPS2-10  ALPS3-10  ALPS1-20  ALPS2-20  ALPS3-20  ALPS1-30  ALPS2-30  ALPS3-30  ALPS1-40  ALPS2-40  ALPS3-40  ALPS1-50  ALPS2-50  ALPS3-50  ALPS1-60  ALPS2-60  ALPS3-60  ALPS1-70  ALPS2- Com. pattern 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 Com. pattern 
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Fig. 7. Case study 2 -ALPS policy comparison -cumulated message load at simulation end. Only operational messages are reported. Delivery rate = 100%.
Algorithm evaluation
We compare ALPS with the algorithms presented previously. We conducted experiments for the 3 levels of content match, i.e., 20%, 50%, and 80%. Last but not least, Figure 9 further compares ALPS to the static approaches in the different communication patterns outlined in Findings. The results in Figure 8 show that ALPS outperforms all other strategies in all three settings. As in Figure 6 , the vertical bars represent error bars for the message load and minimum and maximum for deliveries. In the 10-minute setting, in terms of message load, ALPS outperforms the next best algorithm, which is HybridE, by a factor of 4. In these simulations, ALPS outperforms the worst algorithms, which are MCA and QCA, by a factor of 7.
In the 5-minute setting, ALPS outperforms HybridE by a factor of 2.8, and MCA and QCA by a factor of 5. In the 1-minute setting, ALPS outperforms HybridE by 20%, and MCA and QCA by a factor of 2. Results for other matching levels are similar except for the number of published messages. Such messages are reduced by about 50-60% for a 20% content match, and increased by a factor of 2 for 100% content match. In terms of delivery, Figure 8 shows that algorithms which disseminate their messages most are the most reliable, MCA is therefore the most reliable, followed by HybridM, HybridE, ALPS, HybridQ and finally QCA.
7 Figure 9 shows that ALPS is appealing as a one-size-fits-all solution. Despite the extreme communication patterns (10 or 70) where it induces more messages than the corresponding ideal solutions (QCA and MCA respectively), it performs very closely to the respective optimal solutions relatively speaking. Its performance can be made virtually equal to those solutions in the extreme patterns by switching off the decision-making algorithm and fixing the dissemination ratios, overriding the only remaining appealing cases for the static QCA and MCA.
Optimization
Finally, we investigate an optimization of the decision-making algorithm in ALPS. In this modified version of ALPS, called ALPS++, we group the messages of both phases into one, therefore reducing by half the cost of the decision-making algorithm. Essentially phase 1 of round x piggy-backs phase 2 information, but that information can only be based on phase 1 of round x − 1, thus slightly reducing timeliness of decisions.
We evaluated ALPS++ in a setting with a frequent decision update (∆τ d = 1 min) and extended communication pattern periods (10 min). We set the decision dissemination rate to p d = 100% and the content match to 50%. We compare ALPS++ to ALPS and to HybridE. Figure 10 presents these results.
Findings. The results show that the optimization produced the desired effect on the decision cost, which is pretty exactly halved, reducing the overall cost of the algorithm by 30%. It should be noted that the cost of message and query diffusion increased by around 30%. This is due to the fact that the dissemination range adjustment is slower in ALPS++ than in ALPS. This side-effect suggests caution when using this optimization in frequently changing settings. 
Related work
In wired settings, query-centric strategies are most common [25] . HyperCBR [3] is a recent hybrid proposition where queries are restricted to a subscription partition, and messages are routed to subscribers when reaching a node in this partition. There is no notion of geographical proximity. Huang and GarciaMolina [13] surveyed publish/subscribe systems for wired settings with mobile clients. The described systems assume a dedicated "broker sub-network" located on a static backbone and/or consisting of a predefined set of mobile nodes. Other work in the context of mobile publish/subscribe [24, 21] also assumes a broker backbone.
Meier and Cahill [17] proposed one of the earliest message-centric strategies for MANETs. Messages (but not queries) are bound to a geographic space around the publisher. A group communication system is employed as black box, making comparisons to ALPS hard. The seminal work of Yoneki and Bacon [28, 27] consists in a query-centric approach based on an extension of ODMRP [15] multicast algorithm. Baldoni et al. [1] proposed a query-centric approach with a blind routing mechanism. Proximity is used only to determine which node will forward a message. Braginsky and Estrin [2] proposed a strategy in between message-and query-centricity to tackle the event query problem in sensor networks. In this very specialized scheme, messages are propagated by agents for a certain number of hops. Queries are propagated in a random fashion through the network until their lifetime expires or until they reach a same node again. Both messages and queries are unicast whereas we use broadcast and bundled routing for multicasts and queries respectively.
DRIP [30] is another hybrid algorithm for ad hoc networks. The network is divided in Voronoi partitions, each with a dedicated mobile broker. Messages and queries are routed to the nearest broker, which in turn forwards them to other interested brokers. Location queries are not supported.
Context-aware publish/subscribe [8] is proposed with a shortest path context forwarding approach called SPCF, which is compared to a message-centric scheme (GSF) and a query-centric scheme (ASF). SPFC builds a shortest path tree rooted at each publisher and then routes messages along the tree using content and context tables. Then, contextual information is used by brokers to reduce the numbers of subscribers to which the message is routed. Brokers however have to maintain routes between each other and broadcast contextual information throughout the network. This approach outperforms the purely content-based GSF and ASF algorithms in terms of message throughput in scenarios with a high context selectivity and a low context update frequency.
Costa et al. [6, 7] present and evaluate three location-agnostic gossip-based approaches to content-based publish/subscribe in peer-to-peer scenarios. All three are query-centric, and, alike the seminal work of Chandra et al. [4] , focus on the use of gossips to drive retransmissions rather than for direct payload dissemination.
Conclusions and outlook
We have presented ALPS, an adaptive location-based publish/subscribe algorithm. ALPS compares favorably to classic approaches in the static communication patterns these are usually chosen for. In settings with fluctuating communication patterns, ALPS offers significantly improved efficiency at equivalent reliability. We also investigated a simple optimization to ALPS. To further reduce the traffic induced by the decision-making process we are currently investigating the use of alternative decision schemes.
